
FLY
Door- or wall-mount air conditioners

A revolutionary installation system combined with 
an attractive design with significantly reduced 
depth make FLY air conditioners perfect for any 
automation panels.
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FLY
Door- or wall-mount air conditioners



WIDE RANGE OF POWER OUTPUTS
The available power outputs range from 1100 to 3200 W, covering most electrical cabinet cooling requirements in an 
extremely compact size.

FLEXIBILITY OF INSTALLATION
The units can be installed outside the cabinet (external) or integrated (recessed or semi recessed), without the need for 
additional installation accessories. This feature, made possible by the modular structure of the units, leaves users free to 
choose the installation type without any restrictions. A SINGLE DRILLING TEMPLATE FOR THE WHOLE RANGE

ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE
The attractive design of the grille provides a positive aesthetic impact which supplements and improves the look of the 
cabinet.

ELECTRONIC THERMOSTAT
All air conditioning systems are equipped with electronic thermostat as standard.

QUICK INSTALLATION
Installation is very quick by simply drilling the cabinet panel and fastening systems which are included in the air conditioner 
package. This features provisions for the electrical connections to be made quickly and safely using fast connectors 
inserted in the rear of the unit.

IDEAL COOLING FOR THE UNIT
The air inside the cabinet is taken in from the upper part of the cabinet, cooled inside the air conditioner and directed back 
into the cabinet with a high-speed flow directed towards the bottom. This ensures both optimum cooling of the entire 
cabinet and the prevention of hot points in the electronic components.

REDUCED MAINTENANCE
All units are equipped with heat exchange surfaces designed to prevent clogging by solid contaminants present in the 
ambient air. The condensing coils are protected by a HYDROPHILIC TREATMENT which prevents dirt and corrosion. 
They maintain high levels of efficiency even in demanding environmental conditions, drastically reducing maintenance 
requirements and thus allowing the air conditioner to operate without an external air filter.

IP55 CABINET INGRESS PROTECTION
Thanks to the special internal configuration, which separates the external and internal air flows in a sealed manner, and 
the new self-adhesive coupling gasket, FLY air conditioners allow the cabinet to retain an IP55 rating.

ANTI-CONDENSATION EVAPORATION SYSTEM
FLY air conditioners are equipped with an INTEGRATED CONDENSATE RECOVERY SYSTEM which allows installation costs 
to be further reduced.
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Application tips

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Reduction of noise levels is a precise criterion aimed for when developing FLY air conditioners. They have been designed 
to minimise disturbance from noise and thus help provide quiet working environments. To help protect the environment, 
these air conditioners use R134a CFC-free refrigerant, which does not damage the ozone layer.

SUPPLY VOLTAGE
FLY air conditioners are available for the most common AC voltages: 230V single phase, 400-460V two phase (for 
concatenated voltage power supply when neutral is not present). 400V three phase 50 Hz and 460 V three phase 60 Hz. On 
request, versions for voltages not present in the catalogue can be produced for orders of sufficient quantities.

PAINT/COATING
The standard colour is RAL 7035 textured. The coating is epoxy powder coating. Non-standard colours and stainless-steel 
versions are available on request.

CERTIFICATIONS
All FLY models are CE and UL certified 
in the standard supply voltages. 

Three installation options:  
A  External - B  Semi-recessed - C  Internal 

A B C

■ When choosing an air conditioner, keep a margin of
safety of at least 10% for the power output, taking the most 
demanding conditions of operation into account.

■ Seal the cabinet well. Any cracks or other openings would 
significantly reduce the efficiency of the air conditioner
and produce excessive amounts of condensate.

■ The air conditioner may be installed on the door or the
wall, but always in the highest possible position in order to 
ensure that air is taken in from the top part of the cabinet,
where there is a high temperature area.

■ The air conditioner is factory set to 35°C, the optimum
temperature for most applications. Unless strictly
necessary, avoiding lowering this temperature because
it would reduce the efficiency of the air conditioner and
cause excessive condensate production.

■ Try to facilitate the air flow inside the electrical
cabinet when designing the layout of the components.
Avoid blocking the air inlet or outlet with components
installed too close together. Any components with internal
ventilation of their own must have their air flow arranged
so as to not impede the air flow of the air conditioner.

■ Disable the air conditioner if the cabinet doors are
opened to prevent excessive condensate production.
Install a limit switch on the door for this purpose.

■ The air conditioner power supply line must be protected 
with a time delay fuse or circuit breaker of suitable size on
the basis of the unit's technical data.
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